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Abstract 

In present study, we developed the software for multi-attribute assessment problems, MATASS 

(Multi-Attribute Assessment System). The procedures of MATASS include, (1) for a multi-attribute assessment 

problem, there are m attributes for the assessment of n objects (ecosystems, networks, or habitats, etc.), and 

each attribute is given a weight according to its importance, and each of the attributes, according to its attribute 

domain, is assigned to one of seven common types, i.e., interval, upper limit, lower limit, weakly determined 

value, strongly determined value, no upper and lower limits (the bigger the better), and no upper and lower 

limits (the smaller the better); (2) data matrix is normalized corresponding to the types of attributes; (3) find 

the objects that do not meet their specified attribute intervals or values, disqualify these objects and remove 

them from object list, and the remaining objects are identified as the qualified; (4) re-normalize the data matrix 

for the qualified objects; (5) assess the qualified objects using various multi-attribute assessment methods, like 

TOPSIS, REVAWEA, SAWA, etc; (6) determine the final ranking of the qualified objects using Copeland 

method. Full Matlab codes and software of MATASS were given. 
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1 Introduction 

In the real world, we face many problems on multi-attribute assessment (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944; 

Navarrete et al., 1979; Chen, 1987). For example, there are some objects (e.g., ecosystems, habitats, networks, 

or organisms, etc.). We want to assess them based on some of their attributes (i.e., properties, or 

characteristics), and rank them from the best to the worst. These attributes are different in their allowable 

ranges of assigning values. Some attributes may take interval values, and some may take upper limit values, 

etc. Based on previous studies (Chen, 1987; Huang et al., 1988; Qi et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1991a, 1991b; 

Zhang and Gu, 1996; Qi et al., 2002; Qi, 2003; Zhang, 2007, 2012, 2016; Ferrarini, 2012), we developed the 
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software for multi-attribute assessment problems, MATASS (Multi-Attribute Assessment System) in present 

study. Full Matlab codes and software of MATASS were given. 

 

2 Methods 

For a multi-attribute problem, suppose there are m attributes and n objects being assessed. The weights of m 

attributes are w1, w2,…,wm, respectively, which meet ∑wi =1. The data matrix is (xij)n×m, i=1,2,…,n; j=1,2,…,m. 

The procedures of the proposed algorithm are as follows. 

   I. Each of the m attributes, according to its attribute domain, is assigned to one of seven common types (1) 

interval value: Assigned value must be in an interval; (2) upper limit value: Assigned value should not greater 

than an upper limit; (3) lower limit value: Assigned value should not less than a lower limit; (4) weakly 

determined value: more closer a specified value the better; (5) strongly determined value: assigned value must 

be strictly equal to a specified value; (6) no upper and lower limits: for the assigned value, the bigger the better, 

and (7) no upper and lower limits: for the assigned value, the smaller the better.  

II. Data matrix is normalized corresponding to the types of attributes. The normalized matrix is (yij)n×m, 

where the greater yij is considered as the better ,i=1,2,…,n; j=1,2,…,m. Corresponding to the above seven 

attribute types, the following seven normalization methods are used 

(1) Interval value. Suppose the specified interval of the attribute j is [a, b]. Let c=(a+b)/2, then 

             yij =1-|xij - c|/|b - c|           if  axijb 

                      yij =-                   if  xij<a,xij>b 

(2) Upper limit value. Suppose the specified upper limit of the attribute j is b, then 

             yij =(xj
max- xij)/(xj

max -xj
min)     if  xijb 

                      yij =-                   if  xij>b 

(3) Lower limit value. Suppose the specified lower limit of the attribute j is a, then 

             yij =( xij - xj
min)/(xj

max -xj
min)    if  xija 

                      yij =-                   if  xij<a 

(4) Weakly determined value. Suppose the assigned value of the attribute j is better if it is closer to a 

specified value c, then 

            yij =1-|xij - c|/(xj
max +xj

min +c)     

(5) Strongly determined value. Suppose the assigned value of the attribute j should be strictly equal to a 

specified value c, then 

             yij =1                     if  xij=c 

                      yij =-                   if  xijc 

(6) No upper and lower limits. For the assigned value of the attribute j, the bigger the better, then 

             yij =( xij - xj
min)/(xj

max -xj
min)     

(7) No upper and lower limits. For the assigned value of the attribute j, the smaller the better, then 

             yij =(xj
max- xij)/(xj

max -xj
min)     

 
where xj

max=max xij, xj
min=min xij, i=1,2,…,n; j=1,2,…,m. 

             i            i 

After the above normalization procedure, 0≤yij≤1 if the values fall in the specified scope, otherwise, 

yij=-, i=1,2,…,n; j=1,2,…,m. 

III. Based on the normalized matrix (yij)n×m, find the objects and attributes that meet yij =-, disqualify 

these objects and remove them from object list, and the remaining p objects (p<m) are identified as the 

qualified.  

IV. Re-normalize the data matrix (xij)p×m for the qualified objects and obtain the re-standardized matrix 

(yij)p×m. 
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V. Assess the qualified objects using various multi-attribute assessment methods, like TOPSIS, REVAWEA, 

SAWA, etc. 

 (1) Simple Additive Weighting Algorithm (SAWA; Chen, 1987; Zhang and Gu, 1996; Qi, 2003; Zhang, 

2007). It assumes that there are linear relationships between attributes and they meet additive criterion. It is 

similar to Bayesian decision-making. First, compute the benefits of n objects 
                  m 
             dk=∑ wi yki       k=1,2,…,p 

                       i=1 

Rank dk following the descending order and obtain the priority ranking of all objects. 

 (2) Residual Value Weighting Algorithm (REVAWEA; Zhang and Gu, 1996; Qi, 2003; Zhang, 2012, 

2016). It is proposed by Zhang and Gu (1996). The principle is to use the averaged residual benefit of each 

object being assessed against the remaining objects to determine the priority of every object. First, compute 

between-object benefit differences 
             zij=∑wi(yik - yjk)      yik >xik, i,j=1,2,…,p; i≠j 

and every object’s benefit  
                      p 
                 dk=∑zkj /(p-1)    k=1,2,…,p 
                     j=1 
                     j≠k 

Rank dk following the descending order and obtain the priority ranking of all objects. 

    (3) The Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS; Hwang and Yoon, 

1981; Yoon, 1987; Chen, 1987; Qi et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1991a, 1991b; Zhang and Gu, 1996; Qi, 2003; 

Ferrarini, 2012; Zhang, 2007, 2012, 2016). First, let 
            zij=wjyij  i=1,2,…,p; j=1,2,…,m 

and determine the ideal solution and negative ideal solution  

(xj
*)=(max zi1  max zi2 …max zim) 

(xj
-)=(min zi1  min zi2 …min zim) 

Then compute the distances of every object to the ideal solution and negative ideal solution 
                       m 

                   si
*=[∑(zij -xj

*)2]1/2      i=1,2,…,p 
                       j=1 

m 

                   si
-=(∑(zij -xj

-)2)0.5    i=1,2,…,p 
                       j=1 

Finally, compute the relative closeness (benefit) of every object to the ideal solution di 

                   di = si
-/(si

-+si
*)    i=1,2,…,p 

Rank di following the descending order and obtain the priority ranking of all objects. 

 (4) Revised Mix Preference Chart (MIXPREFER; Moody, 1983; Zhang et al., 1996; Qi et al., 2002). 

The original algorithm (Huang et al., 1988) did not consider the situation of no difference between the objects i 

and j. Zhang et al. (1996) revised the algorithm by including the situation. First, for the attribute k, construct 

matrix chart Zk=(zij)p×p, where 

       zij
k= 0   if no difference between the objects i and j 

       zij
k= 1   if the object i is superior to j  

       zij
k= -1  if the object j is superior to i 

 i,j=1,2,…,p; i≠j; k=1,2,…,m 

in which zji
k =- zij

k,i≠j. Then, compute every object’s benefit 
           di =∑∑wkzij

k          i=1,2,…,p   
                 j k 

Rank di following the descending order and obtain the priority ranking of all objects. 
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 (5) Revised Ranking Method Based on Relative Position Estimate (RELRANK; Navarrete et al., 1979; 

Chen, 1987; Zhang et al., 1996). First, suppose p objects are xi, i=1,2,…,p. xi>xｋ, xi<xk, and xixk, denote that 

xi is superior to xｋ, xi is inferior to xk, and xi is not different from xk. Let 
    w(xi>xｋ)＝∑wj,   w(xi<xk)＝∑wj,   w(xixk)＝∑wj 
                   xi>xｋ                     xi<xk                     xixk 

Suppose 0 (here, =1), and  

     A(xi>xｋ)=(w(xi>xｋ)+w(xixk))/(w(xi<xk)+w(xixk)) 
       A’(xi>xｋ)=min A(xi>xｋ), A’’(xi>xｋ)=max A(xi>xｋ), 

                A1                    A1 

Then 

        xi>xｋ   if A(xi>xｋ)>A’(xi>xｋ) 

        xi<xｋ   if A(xi>xｋ)<A’’(xi>xｋ) 

        xixｋ   if A
’(xi>xｋ)A(xi>xｋ)A’’(xi>xｋ) 

Define two sets covering all objects 

    P(xi)={xｋ|xｋxi, xi>xｋ, not xk>xi}, Q(xi)={xｋ|xｋxi, xk>xi, not xi>xｋ} 

Suppose p(xi) and q(xi) are the number of elements in P(xi) and Q(xi) respectively. Every object’s benefit is 

    di =p(xi)-q(xi)       i=1,2,…,p 

Rank di following the descending order and obtain the priority ranking of all objects. 

In the original algorithm (Chen, 1987), A’ and A’’ were arbitrarily specified, which cannot guarantee the 

symmetry of superiority vs. inferiority relationship. Zhang et al. (1996) revised the algorithm. We used min 

A(xi>xｋ) and max A(xi>xｋ) to replace A’ and A’’, respectively, and thus if xi>xｋ, then xk<xi. 

VI. Determine the final ranking of the qualified objects using Copeland method. The principle of Copeland 

method is that, for any two objects i and j, compute the numbers of the object i being superior and inferior to 

the object j in every assessment method. If the number of being superior is larger than that of being inferior, 

then the object i wins j. Otherwise i loses to j. We assume that the object i loses to itself. Comparing i and j, 

and if the number of superiority is equal to that of inferiority, then both i and j lose. Finally, we obtain a 

win-lose matrix. Compute the winning number along rows and columns of the matrix respectively, and for 

every object, minus winning number of rows by that of columns to obtain the win values of the object. Rank 

win values following the descending order and obtain the priority ranking of all objects (Chen, 1987; Qi, 2003; 

Zhang, 2007). 

The following are Matlab codes for MATASS, MATASS.m 

 

valmat=input('Input the excel file name of data matrix, e.g., raw.xls (for data matrix x). x=(xij)n×m, rows are objects being 
assessed, and columns are attributes: ','s'); 
x=xlsread(valmat); 
m=size(x,2); n=size(x,1);   
stand=input('Input the excel file name of attribute information, e.g., attri.xls: ','s'); 
disp('Each of the m attributes, according to its attribute domain, is classified as one of seven common types (1) interval value: 
Assigned value must be in an interval; (2) upper limit value: Assigned value should not greater than an upper limit; (3) lower 
limit value: Assigned value should not less than a lower limit; (4) weakly determined value: more closer a specified value the 
better; (5) strongly determined value: assigned value must be strictly equal to a specified value; (6) no upper and lower limits: for 
the assigned value, the bigger the better, and (7) no upper and lower limits: for the assigned value, the smaller the better. In the 
data file, the 1st row stores the weights of attributes, the 2nd row stores the types of attributes according to the specified IDs for 
attributes as listed in previous section. The 3rd and 4th rows store the permitted intervals of value-assigning for attributes, and 
correspond to 7 types of attributes, we have (1) lower limits for the 3rd row and upper limits for the 4th row; (2) zeros for the 3rd 
row and upper limits for the 4th row; (3) lower limits for the 3rd row and zeros for the 4th row; (4) the same weak-determined 
values for both the 3rd row and the 4th row; (5) the same strong-determined values for both the 3rd row and the 4th row; (6) ones 
for both the 3rd row and the 4th row, and (7) zeros for both the 3rd row and the 4th row.') 
stand=xlsread(stand); 
de=std(x); 
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if (sum(de==0)~=0) 
disp('The following attributes are nosense. Just remove them out of data matrix and attribute matrix and restart the algorithm.'); 
find(de); 
pause; 
end 
y=zeros(n,m); 
w=stand(1,:); 
y=normalization(x,stand); 
idunq=find(sum(y')==-Inf); 
idqua=find(sum(y')~=-Inf); 
s=size(idunq,2); 
if (s>=1) 
disp('Unqualified objects') 
disp([idunq]) 
if (s<n) 
disp('Qualified objects') 
disp([idqua]) 
end 
xx=x(idqua(1:n-s),:); 
yy=normalization(xx,stand); 
n=n-s; 
else 
disp(' Qualified objects being assessed') 
disp([idqua]) 
xx=x; yy=y; 
end   
rnk=zeros(5,n); 
for i=1:5 
switch i 
    case 1 
        d=sawa(w,yy); rp=sortrows([(1:n)' d'],-2); rnk(1,:)=rp(:,1)';  
        rr=sortrows([idqua' d'],-2);  
        fprintf('SAWA Ranking\n Ranking  Object  Benefit\n'); 
        rkk=[(1:n)' rr]; 
        disp([rkk]) 
    case 2 
        d=revawea(w,yy); rp=sortrows([(1:n)' d'],-2); rnk(2,:)=rp(:,1)';  
        rr=sortrows([idqua' d'],-2);  
        fprintf('REVAWEA Ranking\n Ranking  Object  Benefit\n'); 
        rkk=[(1:n)' rr]; 
        disp([rkk]) 
    case 3 
        d=topsis(w,yy); rp=sortrows([(1:n)' d'],-2); rnk(3,:)=rp(:,1)';  
        rr=sortrows([idqua' d'],-2);  
        fprintf('TOPSIS Ranking\n Ranking  Object  Benefit\n'); 
        rkk=[(1:n)' rr]; 
        disp([rkk]) 
    case 4 
        d=mixprefer(w,yy); rp=sortrows([(1:n)' d'],-2); rnk(4,:)=rp(:,1)';  
        rr=sortrows([idqua' d'],-2);  
        fprintf('MIXPREFER Ranking\n Ranking  Object  Benefit\n'); 
        rkk=[(1:n)' rr]; 
        disp([rkk]) 
    case 5 
        d=relrank(w,yy); rp=sortrows([(1:n)' d'],-2); rnk(5,:)=rp(:,1)';  
        rr=sortrows([idqua' d'],-2);  
        fprintf('RELRANK Ranking\n Ranking  Object  Benefit\n'); 
        rkk=[(1:n)' rr]; 
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        disp([rkk]) 
end 
end  
rk=Copeland(rnk); 
rr=sortrows([idqua' rk'],-2); 
rank=[(1:n)' rr]; 
disp('Copeland Ranking') 
disp('Ranking   Object   Win value') 
disp([rank])  

 

  The following are Matlab functions for normalization and various assessment methods and Copeland 

method, normalization.m, sawa.m, revawea.m, topsis.m, mixprefer.m, relrank.m, and Copeland.m  
 
function y=normalization(x,stand)      
%x: the value matrix.  
%stand: matrix for information of standards. 
mmax=max(x); 
mmin=min(x); 
m=size(x,2); n=size(x,1);  
y=x; 
for i=1:m 
k=stand(2,i); 
for j=1:n 
switch k 
    case 1         
        c=(stand(3,i)+stand(4,i))/2; 
        if ((x(j,i)>=stand(3,i)) & (x(j,i)<=stand(4,i))) y(j,i)=1-abs(x(j,i)-c)/(stand(4,i)-stand(3,i));  
        else y(j,i)=-Inf; 
        end 
    case 2 
        if (x(j,i)<=stand(4,i)) y(j,i)=(mmax(i)-x(j,i))/(mmax(i)-mmin(i));  
        else y(j,i)=- Inf; 
        end 
    case 3 
        if (x(j,i)>=stand(3,i)) y(j,i)=(x(j,i)-mmin(i))/(mmax(i)-mmin(i));  
        else y(j,i)=- Inf; 
        end 
    case 4 
        y(j,i)=1-abs(x(j,i)-stand(3,i))/(mmax(i)+mmin(i)+stand(3,i));  
    case 5 
        if (x(j,i)==stand(3,i)) y(j,i)=1;  
        else y(j,i)=- Inf; 
        end         
    case 6 
        y(j,i)=(x(j,i)-mmin(i))/(mmax(i)-mmin(i));  
    case 7         
        y(j,i)=(mmax(i)-x(j,i))/(mmax(i)-mmin(i));   
end 
end; end 
  
function d=sawa(w,y)      
%w is the weight vector, and y is normalized value matrix 
m=size(y,2); 
n=size(y,1); 
for i=1:n 
d(i)=sum(y(i,:).*w); 
end 
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function d=revawea(w,y)      
%w is the weight vector, and y is normalized value matrix 
m=size(y,2); 
n=size(y,1); 
for i=1:n 
for j=1:n 
z(i,j)=0; 
for k=1:m 
if (y(i,k)>y(j,k)) z(i,j)=z(i,j)+w(k)*(y(i,k)-y(j,k)); end  
end; end; end 
for k=1:n 
d(k)=0; 
for j=1:n 
if (j~=k) d(k)=d(k)+z(k,j)/(n-1); end;  
end; end 
 
function d=topsis(w,y)      
%w is the weight vector, and y is normalized value matrix 
m=size(y,2); 
n=size(y,1); 
for j=1:m 
z(:,j)=w(j)*y(:,j); 
end 
xstar=max(y); 
xminus=min(y); 
for i=1:n 
sstar(i)=sqrt(sum((z(i,:)-xstar).^2)); 
sminus(i)=sqrt(sum((z(i,:)-xminus).^2)); 
end 
d=sminus./(sminus+sstar); 
 
function d=mixprefer(w,y)      
%w is the weight vector, and y is normalized value matrix 
m=size(y,2); 
n=size(y,1); 
d=zeros(1,n); 
yy=zeros(m,n,n); 
s=zeros(n,n); 
for j=1:n 
for k=1:n 
for i=1:m   
if (y(j,i)>y(k,i)) yy(i,j,k)=1; 
elseif (y(j,i)<y(k,i)) yy(i,j,k)=-1; 
else yy(i,j,k)=0; 
end;   
s(j,k)=s(j,k)+yy(i,j,k)*w(i); 
end; end; end 
for i=1:n 
d(i)=0; 
for j=1:n 
d(i)=d(i)+s(i,j);  
end; end 
 
function d=relrank(w,y)      
%w is the weight vector, and y is normalized value matrix 
m=size(y,2); 
n=size(y,1); 
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p=zeros(1,n); q=zeros(1,n); 
s=zeros(n,n); t=zeros(n,n); r=zeros(n,n); 
u=zeros(n,n); yy=zeros(m,n,n);  
alpha=1; 
for j=1:n 
for k=1:n 
for i=1:m   
if (y(j,i)>y(k,i)) yy(i,j,k)=1; 
elseif (y(j,i)<y(k,i)) yy(i,j,k)=-1; 
else yy(i,j,k)=0; 
end; end 
end; end 
for i=1:n 
for j=1:n 
for k=1:m 
if (yy(k,i,j)==1) t(i,j)=t(i,j)+w(k); end 
if (yy(k,i,j)==-1) s(i,j)=s(i,j)+w(k); end 
if (yy(k,i,j)==0) r(i,j)=r(i,j)+w(k); end 
end  
if ((s(i,j)+alpha*r(i,j))==0) u(i,j)=1; continue; end 
a(i,j)=(t(i,j)+alpha*r(i,j))/(s(i,j)+alpha*r(i,j)); 
end; end 
a1=1e+50; 
a2=-1e+50; 
for j=1:n 
for i=1:n 
if (i==j) continue; end 
if ((a(j,i)>=1) & (a(j,i)<a1)) a1=a(j,i); end 
if ((a(j,i)<=1) & (a(j,i)>a2)) a2=a(j,i); end 
end; end 
for j=1:n 
for i=1:n 
if (i==j) continue; end 
if ((a(j,i)>a1) | (u(j,i)==1)) p(j)=p(j)+1; end 
if (a(j,i)<a2) q(j)=q(j)+1; end 
end 
d(j)=p(j)-q(j); 
end 
 
function v=Copeland(rnk) 
%rnk(i,1:n): rankings; i=1,2…, mean the rankings from SAWA, REVAWEA, TOPSIS, MixPrefer, RelRank, etc.  
%v: rankings based efficacy of Copeland method. 
m=size(rnk,1); 
n=size(rnk,2); 
tem=zeros(n,n); 
am=zeros(1,n); 
v=zeros(1,n); 
vv=zeros(1,n); 
for i=1:n-1  
for j=i+1:n  
q1=0;q2=0;pr1=0;pr2=0; 
for k=1:m  
for kk=1:n 
if (rnk(k,kk)==i) pr1=kk; 
elseif (rnk(k,kk)==j) pr2=kk; 
end 
end 
if (pr1<pr2) q1=q1+1; end 
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if (pr1>pr2) q2=q2+1; end 
end 
if (q1>q2) tem(i,j)=1; tem(j,i)=0;  
elseif (q1<q2) tem(i,j)=0; tem(j,i)=1;  
else tem(i,j)=0; tem(j,i)=0;  
end 
end; end 
for i=1:n  
am(i)=0; 
for j=1:n  
if (i==j) continue; 
elseif (tem(i,j)==1) am(i)=am(i)+1;  
end 
end; end         
for j=1:n  
vv(j)=0; 
for i=1:n  
if (i==j) continue; 
elseif (tem(i,j)==1) vv(j)=vv(j)+1;  
end 
end; end 
for i=1:n  
v(i)=am(i)-vv(i); 
end 

    

Also, the full Matlab codes listed above, an example data file, an attribute file, and an executable file 

package, as the supplementary material (Zhang-Supplementary-Material.rar) of the present article, can be 

downloaded at http://www.iaees.org/publications/ journals/ces/articles/2017-7(2)/ 2017-7(2).asp. 

 

3 Application Example 

Suppose there are 9 attributes and 10 objects. The data matrix is 

 
2 2 2 3 4 9 2 12 2 
2 4 2 13 7 3 2 4 3 
6 2 3 2 2 6 6 2 6 

11 6 6 5 5 4 3 6 1 
5 2 2 7 2 4 2 2 2 
2 6 2 7 2 2 4 3 2 
8 3 2 2 3 4 2 8 3 
5 4 10 5 2 2 3 10 7 
2 7 2 3 5 3 4 10 3 
2 9 5 11 3 3 2 2 4 

 

and the matrix for attribute information is 

 
0.15 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.05 0.1 
6 7 6 1 3 2 4 6 7 
1 0 1 2 1 0 5 1 0 
1 0 1 10 0 8 5 1 0 

 

in which the 1st row stores the weights of attributes, the 2nd row stores the types of attributes according to the 

specified IDs for attributes as listed in previous section. The 3rd and 4th rows store the permitted intervals of 

value-assigning for attributes, and correspond to 7 types of attributes, we have (1) lower limits for the 3rd row 
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and upper limits for the 4th row; (2) zeros for the 3rd row and upper limits for the 4th row; (3) lower limits for 

the 3rd row and zeros for the 4th row; (4) the same weak-determined values for both the 3rd row and the 4th row; 

(5) the same strong-determined values for both the 3rd row and the 4th row; (6) ones for both the 3rd row and 

the 4th row, and (7) zeros for both the 3rd row and the 4th row.  

 

Table 1 Assessment results of various methods. 

  SAWA      REVAWEA TOPSIS 
Revised Mix 

Preference Chart 

Revised Plan 
Ranking based 

on Estimation of 
Relative Ranking 

Copeland 

Ranking Object Benefit Object Benefit Object Benefit Object Benefit Object Benefit Object Win

1 4 0.7171 4 0.337 4 0.236 4 2.2 8 6 4 6 

2 8 0.6321 8 0.293 7 0.234 8 1.05 4 4 8 4 

3 7 0.5194 9 0.177 8 0.234 6 -0.15 6 1 9 2 

4 9 0.484 7 0.166 9 0.229 9 -0.65 5 -2 7 0 

5 5 0.4728 5 0.13 5 0.228 7 -0.75 9 -2 5 -2 

6 6 0.4394 6 0.129 3 0.225 3 -0.85 3 -3 6 -4 

7 3 0.3444 3 0.104 6 0.225 5 -0.85 7 -4 3 -6 

   

  

The Copeland results show that the objects 1, 2, and 10 are unqualified and the objects 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 

9 are qualified. The objects 4, 8 and 9 are the most qualified objects (Table 1). 
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